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From  The  President

thThe ICSCC race season officially ends October 15  at Cascade's Festival of Endurance.  The 2, 4, and 8 hour 
races (all combined in one) is a great way to cap off the year!  ICSCC's Enduro License gives experienced 
racers an avenue to be able to race endurance races with ICSCC.  Whether you're a previously licensed driver 
or a driver who comes from the budget racing scene, there is a good chance you qualify for the ICSCC 
Enduro License.  For only $25 drivers with racing experience can be part of a team.  

he 2022 Northwest Mini Enduro Championship Series (NWMECS) is at the halfway point.  Just three Tweekends left of which the final one is a two hour which counts as two races.  The remaining races 
are at Portland in August, then two weeks later at the Ridge still in August, and then back at Portland 

in October for the two hour finale which again counts as two races.    

The Contenders:  In MSR, the Caterham invasion has taken over!  Aykan has a 7 point lead over Forsyth but 
Grimsrud in his Radical is within reach just 4 points behind Forsyth.  The ME0 class battle has Krause just 3 
points up on McAleenan.  Another tight battle is in ME1 with Asselin up by 4 points over Dawson. PRO3 is 
the bulk of the field in ME2 where Groeneveld has a mere 4 point lead over Weller and finally in ME3 
Bienerth is up by 8 points over Anderson.  In all five classes the battle for the lead is single digits.  Anything 
can happen the second half of the series and we'll report how it turns out!

2022 is still full of opportunities to race.  

The race remains relatively unchanged from last year – LeMans start, finishing in the dark, and if the 8 hour 
has at least 25 entries prize money of up to $1750 per class will be paid out!  There is one change this year 
and that is the “Street Tire” (ES) class for cars racing on slightly harder (low wear) tires will be able to start 
the race with 20 gallons of fuel and add up to 20 gallons of fuel per stop.     
For several years now Retro Racing has been the Gold sponsor of the event and it's great to report that they 
will be continuing that role in 2022!  Thank you Retro Racing for all the years of support.  They claim the 
best thank you would be to see a full paddock of race cars at the event and it looks like this year they'll 
actually be able to attend and be part of the 2022 Festival of Endurance!

Hope to see you at a race soon! 
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 2012:  2183 entries in 15 races over 11 weekends  146/race 198/weekend

 2019:  1568 entries in 13 races over 8 weekends  121/race 196/weekend

 2010:  2243 entries in 14 races over 12 weekends  160/race 187/weekend

 2017:  1942 entries in 16 races over 9 weekends  121/race 216/weekend

Total entries for the last eleven comparable seasons, not including the heavily impacted 2020 and 2021 years, including all 
weekend entries like special races and mini enduros looks something like this:

 2011:  2261 entries in 15 races over 11 weekends  151/race 206/weekend

 2022:  2031 entries in 17 races over 8 weekends  119/race 253/weekend

When I created most of this data for the 2019 Fall Meetings I stated that “one of the most frequent suggestions from the 
membership is that we have more races on fewer overall weekends.” I think it would be hard to dispute that the E-Board has 
successfully accomplished the will of the membership in this regard. Because of changes to the structure of race weekends and 
changes in our rules regulating the number of championship races each club may schedule, the statistics don’t always lend 
themselves to a simple long term year to year comparison. Entries per weekend is difficult since there are roughly double the 
entries at a CSCC or IRDC when compared to most of our history. Entries per race is still a good indicator though and I think it 
should calm some of our concerns that it has stabilized and stayed relatively flat for the last five seasons. The significance of 
2015 is that Cathy Fuss who had been working with ChumpCar for six years after it’s 2009 founding decided to start her own 
organization, Lucky Dog Racing, in 2015. Our statistics show pretty clearly that we lost the considerable percentage of our 
affordable entry level Group 2 cars to that organization in 2016 and the rest is history. We have done a good job of holding on to 
most of the rest of our drivers and replacing about as many as retire each year since then. While we still aren’t growing 
appreciably, the good news is we aren’t really shrinking. In casual conversations with leadership of various clubs a common 
theme is that the cost to hold an event is skyrocketing. It is bad enough that track rentals are substantially higher but even things 
like tow trucks and ambulances are both scarce and very expensive. Getting enough entries at any event to pay the bills becomes 
increasingly treacherous because entrants are fickle about actually showing up any time conditions aren’t perfect. Too much 
rain or sun, minor holidays, conflicts, etc and members just stay home. The clubs compound this by being incredibly generous 
with their refund policies so there is no real penalty for entering and not subsequently not attending. None of us wants to alienate 
our members but those in this room also volunteer to expend a lot of time and energy to protect the legacy of amateur roadracing 
that was handed down to us over the last 65 years. It is difficult to balance the need for predictable entry levels during the 
planning of an event and avoid penalizing those who want the ability to withdraw their entry at the last minute without notice. If 

The 2022 ICSCC Championship Race Season was initially scheduled for eighteen races held on nine weekends between the 
months of May and September, at six different tracks hosted by the five ICSCC Member Clubs. Those races can be further 
broken down into one triple race weekend (NWMS), seven double race weekends (SCCBC, CSCC, and IRDC), and one 
attempt at something different in the form of a single day single race event with TC at ORP. In June, TC made the decision to 
cancel their race citing concerns about potential attendance. This resulted in a revised schedule of seventeen races at five 
different tracks hosted by four of the ICSCC Member Clubs over 8 weekends. Additional highlights included the sale of 
Spokane County Raceway and subsequent renaming to Qlispe Raceway Park resulting in NWMS miraculous efforts to secure 
an event there, and the overdue easing of border restrictions with Canada allowing the return of sorely missed Canadian drivers 
and volunteers at American events and the long anticipated return of Conference racing at Mission Raceways. This was finally 
the first relatively normal season since 2019.

 2016:  1606 entries in 13 races over 9 weekends  123/race 178/weekend
 2015:  1933 entries in 14 races over 9 weekends  138/race 215/weekend

 2013:  2119 entries in 14 races over 9 weekends  151/race 235/weekend
 2014:  1942 entries in 14 races over 9 weekends  139/race 216/weekend

 2018:  1562 entries in 13 races over 8 weekends  120/race 195/weekend
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we were to experience another large loss of drivers to another organization similar to what happened with Lucky Dog in 
2016 it would likely make it impossible to conduct financially successful races in the short term without some kind of 
emergency action. To get a feel for where our core group of drivers comes from, our licensed drivers per club break down 
like this over the last five years: 

   2016  2017  2018  2019  2022
 BMWCCA  15  16  12  8  10

 VSCC   4  4  2  4  NA
 --------------------------------------------------------------------

 SOVREN    1  1 0
 SCCBC  22  20  19  20  12

 CRA   5  3  3  3  3

 VMSC   4  4  3  3  1

 TOTAL  374  348  319  292  281

 IRDC   147  143  137  137  137
 NWMS  25  25  23  26 22

 TC   41  39  33  20  18

That 281 licenses include our IRR (senior license with physical), ARR (senior license with medical self report form 
only), Observation, and Novice licenses. If we add in the 18 enduro only licenses that gives us 299 ICSCC Licensed 
Drivers. The slow erosion of drivers suggests that those that remain are supporting more races since entries are pretty 
stable. Lastly, on the next page there is a graph I created to try to give as much info concerning entries per Event, 
Class, and Group as possible. There are some things here that I think will be obvious to anyone reviewing it: First and 
foremost is that PRO3 has been and continues to support Conference with an incredible number of entries. If you look 
at total Championship Race entries for the year at 1769 with 466 of those being PRO3 entries, that means 26.3% of all 
Championship Race entries are PRO3! And that doesn’t consider those same drivers and cars that double or triple 
enter in CT4, EIP, and the mini enduro! If you take the popular “spec” and “pro” classes (PRO3, Spec Miata, CT4, 
and Spec E46) and add them together they account for an astounding 936 entries out of the 1769. That is 52.9% of all 
Championship Race entries not counting any second and third entries coming from those cars and drivers. These are 
drivers that value the competitive challenge of similar cars and enjoy the camaraderie that these classes foster. We 
need to concentrate on preserving and growing these classes and using that model to create similar classes in the 
future. CC4 is another Class that has supplied substantial entries and if they continue their current growth they will be 
a similar asset. Since the four largest classes are all in separate Groups and with help from a combined Group 3&6 
where CC4 is growing, it seems like our Groups are better balanced than they have been recently. Four of the five 

 CSCC   111  94  86  70  78
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I think that everyone in this room should look at these results and feel like we had some real success.

Rick Bostrom
Respectfully submitted,

The last two seasons have been very difficult and could easily have spelled the end for us. Thanks 
to a fairly small number of dedicated and passionate individuals finding new and expedient ways 
to accomplish our goals we have an opportunity to pick up pretty much where we left off and 
continue trying to evolve and grow this organization. It has been a pleasure serving with this Board 
and my fellow racers and I wish I had the time and energy to serve it better.

Groups are very close in season entries and Group 1 is only oversized because PRO3 provides nearly double the 
entries of any other entire Group.
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Daniele Hovington
IRDC E-Board Representative

June 9-11 at Pacific Raceways : this replaces the May race which typically conflicts with SCCA. 
This date conflicts with an SVRA event in Portland but we still expect more entries than we 
typically get at the May race.

Respectfully,

July 14-16 at Pacific Raceways
August 35-37 at the Ridge

IRDC plans on holding 3 events in 2023, all of which to include a test and tune. The tentative 
dates are as follows:

   INTERNATIONAL RACE DRIVER’S CLUB’S 2022 REPORT

IRDC held 3 races, 3 test and tunes and 2 driver trainings in 2022. The May race in 2022 was not 
very well attended, with several last minute cancellations, which resulted in a significant loss for 
the club. The July race, which was PRO3’s 20th anniversary celebration, saw a record number of 
entries. This, combined with sponsorship from the Hill brothers, helped offset the loss from the 
May race. The August race at the Ridge was also very well attended, and this, along with 
sponsorship from Kim Seewald (worker’s lunches) and a slight price increase, resulted in an 
overall yearly profit for the club, which was welcome after several years of loss. Getting workers to 
support our events has been a challenge again this year, with volunteer entries declining steadily 
through the season. In May we had 71 volunteers on Saturday compared to only 44 in August. We 
ended up having to hire some paid workers in order to adequately staff corner stations.
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   Northwest Motorsports 2022 yearly report

With a little over 90 days notice of NWMS scheduled race date, we were told by the new 
track owners that we could actually hold a race. With the short notice of the track 
availability we had to make a last minute date change and we held a race. The Tribe did 
little to facilitate our race, we used generators to power registration and timing/scoring. 
Two generous individuals donated personal hot spots so we could run timing/scoring 
and registration as well. Though we were not able to provide 5 star accommodations, the 
racers and volunteers that came to our race showed immense gratitude and 
appreciation for the efforts to host another race. NWMS is appreciative of the flexibility 
Conference and the member clubs have adapted the last several years to allow us to 
combine race groups unconventionally. That allowed us to put together full run groups so 
that all the racers had other cars to play to with on track. It made for shorter easier days 
that kept smiles on the faces of the volunteers and racers. Our race was a moderate 
success with 50ish entries. That gave us roughly a $5k loss on the $50k we spent to 
host our race. After two years of not holding races, our expenses to host the race were 
up 30 to 40 percent on most big ticket items. A $5k drop in track rental help offset these 
increases. The tribe is offering us the option to hold a race in 2023 and would like a date 
from us sooner than later. Other than next years race date option we have no idea what 
the future holds for the track.

Cheers to another year of survival!!

At this time NWMS is sticking it out to hold another race in 2023, and has some money 
in the bank to continue to offset running at a loss for a few more years.

(Submitted by Bryce Scott)

2023 season.

Sports Car Club of BC

October 23 2022

   PO BOX 3432, STATION MAIN, MISSION, BC V2V 4J5
   THE SPORTS CAR CLUB OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

     2022 Club Report to ICSCC

We look forward to working with the other Conference clubs to help make all ICSCC race weekends 
successful for all hosting clubs. We hope the lifting of border restrictions helps to encourage cross 
border travel and racing.in 2023. Having said that, the increase in travel expenses and costs in 
general make it difficult for many racers to compete away from their home track. SCCBC encourages 
racers to get a Conference licence, but many of our drivers choose not to compete for a ICSCC 
championship due to the time and expense. Many of our racers will venture over the border to other 
tracks simply “just for fun” and while this helps the host clubs, it does not bring the racer into the 
“Conference family”.

The 350 members of the SCCBC will continue to support Conference and we look forward to the

Regards Ray Stec

2022 provided the first post covid restrictions opportunity for the Sports Car Club of BC to host a 
Conference race weekend. This season-ending race was attended by 78 racers. 25 racers made the 
trek north over the border, the big majority coming from the PRO3 ranks, and 25 ICSCC licence 
holders attended to collect points. The remaining racers held either CACC or SCCA licenses. So as 
the numbers show, without the participation of our local racers, the event would have been a total 
financial loss. By doing everything we could to reduce expenses, we managed to make a small profit.
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a) Drivers in the Friday competition school will register Friday night or Saturday morning, thus missing all the preparatory 
material, missing the track walk, and generally being unprepared for the first day of novice racing. Perhaps bundling the school 
with the novice race as part of registration could help prevent this. I strongly encourage the clubs to consider this.  b) Late 
registration in general. Same issue. Novices (and observation drivers) arriving at my station at 8:45 on Saturday morning 
seeking direction are a problem. Difficult to send someone home who drove from Richland or Bellingham and signed up but 
also unreasonable to expect them to get the benefits the program offers.

The removal of the dedicated novice group creates a challenge scheduling dedicated time for meetings with the novice and 
observation drivers. To mitigate this, I try to provide as much supplementary information as possible early. Usually on the 
Wednesday before the weekend, I send an email to all registered novices with the schedule, advice on preparation, and other 
logistical info to try and smooth out their preparation. Mostly this works.

c) Motorsportreg doesn't (currently) capture license status during registration. Consequently,  often novices self register into 
the group they want or expect to be assigned to, therefore they are not flagged as novice/observation drivers until registration at 

Overview

The challenges are:

License Director's Report

Over the course of the 2022 season, 15 Novices upgraded to Senior license and 22 active novices started or still have open 
licenses. Excepting Mission and Spokane, there was an average of 8 novice drivers at every weekend, and over the course of 
the year, novices ran in every run group. Only Cascade and Mission provided dedicated novice run sessions. At Mission, 
SCCBC managed to schedule both the OW and CW novice groups their own practice, qualifying, and race sessions. Both 
groups had 7 novices (all running under CACC licenses). Cascade provided a novice-only practice session on the Saturday of 
the weekend at all three races  This year, I started giving observation licensees the same test as the novices. This was in part to 
make sure drivers coming from other sanctioning bodies understood the nuances of Conference flag rules, and in part to make 
sure observation drivers came and talked to me,  which is a challenge discussed below. As always, the Cascade Enduro brought 
in several drivers from other series, prompting last minute and fraught exchanges with prospective drivers (or their teams) 
about minimum requirements and adequate experience. Overall, the novice program is successfully adapting to the new reality 
of the schedule and the checks and balances in place are mostly working to control the process of drivers joining the cars on 
track.
Challenges
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the track-Friday night or Saturday/Sunday morning. Adding a field to the registration form showing license status could 
probably obviate most of this confusion.
d) As indicated above, the enduro driver credential requirements created a lot of heated discussion this year. Drivers from 
outside Conference with no race experience, no competition school experience, or a combination of both were denied entry. 
My position is based on the rules (305) requiring proof of experience on track and wheel to wheel racing. At no other time 
during the season do we permit drivers to join senior race groups without those credentials. If the intention is to remove the 
barrier to entry, all the other requirements for licensure lose their value.
e) TNT day requirements. IRDC sends me lists of drivers asking whether they can register for the TNT (usually Wednesday 
or Thursday night before the event). CSCC runs their own process, as does SCCBC and NWMS. A consistent standard and 
process would be an improvement. TNT seems to provide an opportunity to get door to door driving time without the 
intensity of qualifying/racing, but novices are not allowed to participate. This seems counterintuitive and counterproductive.

Successes
The current Conference license ladder remains a high standard for competition licensing. The process of integrating new 
drivers into the senior driver ranks continues to cultivate a strong pool of drivers and camaraderie with Conference. Many of 
the challenges that create difficulty or confusion are minor and can be mitigated. In our efforts to improve, small tweaks to 
process could make it even better.

It has been a fun year as License Registrar and I am happy to be through all the challenges of the last couple years. I enjoy 
working with the Drivers of Conference to make their licensing as smooth and easy as possible, especially the Novices 
who are almost always happy and excited to begin racing with us. I have a good relationship with Bill Ecker and we are 
able to help Novices solve their unique problems in a way that is fun, fair and welcoming. I also enjoy working with club 
registrars Jamie and Linda to ensure all entrants have the proper credentials or have quick access and processing of a 
Conference License to insure the maximum legal entries for the good of the Clubs.

Fewer drivers managed to leave races with our rental transponders still attached to their cars this year. I think that was 
mostly because the Club registrars were very proactive about getting them back as the last groups came of the track on 
Sunday. They did an exceptional job.
I get to be very helpful to the people who need me in Conference and as a result I have mostly happy interactions with the 
drivers. It is nice to have gotten to know so many of them and greet them at our events. I am happy to continue in this 
capacity for 2023 year if it is desired.

Licensing through MotorSportReg.com has gone very smoothly. Some small changes to make the info easier to enter and 
simpler to process can be made but almost everyone licensed through MSR this year, with only a few technology-phobic 
drivers sending outdated paper forms and checks to the P.O. Box. It is always good to make jobs easier for future 
volunteers and the MSR licensing process makes it easier and quicker to process licenses. Since the Medical Self-Report 
questionnaire is now a part of the MSR licensing process it has greatly reduced the number of drivers applying and me 
setting aside those applications while I wait for them to get and send a physical exam later as they have in the past. It does 
seem to streamline process and now allows us to issue a license to a driver in a short amount of time and even at the event 
they want to participate in. Last minute entries were achieved more often than I imagined. This would seem to have 
achieved the E-Board's goal of lowering barriers to entry substantially.

It is one of my responsibilities to transport the Conference transponders to and from the races and it is my duty to report 
that several of those are currently moving towards the end of their functional life. Replacing our fleet of rechargeable 
transponders from AMB, especially those with lifetime subscriptions to avoid constant management and payment to keep 
them operating, would be a very expensive investment for Conference to undertake. My understanding is that new 
batteries can be adapted to them when they fail once and then when that wears out they are done. I think some of ours 
have had this done to them already? Would the Board want to consider buying a few a year to replace those that fail? 
Getting out of the Transponder rental business? Assessing the ones that are failing or have failed for their one-time battery 
replacement? Out of the original 30 in the charging case, 20 are currently thought to be fully functional, 1 gives no 
readings at PIR, 2 give no readings at Pacific, 1 only held a charge for one day at PIR, with 6 having been declared non-
operational and discarded at some point in
the past.

Linda Bostrom

License Registrar Report
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The 2022 ICSCC season started off with a bunch of puddles, sprinkles, and RAIN! Our first 9 races of the year all had 
some sort of moisture. This was especially hard on club entries, but the drivers at the track seemed to be in high spirits and 
were driving well! There was a lot more carnage than we had hoped during the beginning of the year in the rain races, 
which is unfortunate. Thankfully once the weather turned, the carnage seemed to dwindle. It was exciting to be back in 
Spokane as which was in excellent condition considering it has been shut down for the last few years. NWMS did a 
wonderful job making everyone feel welcome. Crossing the border into Canada for the first time in 3 years was great. 
Everyone with SCCBC was so welcoming and did an excellent job running the race. Both clubs put on excellent races and 
every racer I spoke to who attended these races were extremely impressed and had a great time. Cascade tried a few 
different ideas with the schedule which some parts were working and others not so much We received feedback both 
positive and negative from drivers as well as workers on things they would like to see improved and changed. Cascade 
had the best turnout overall during the year. IRDC also tried a few different ideas to bring out more attendees and in 
general bring greater awareness to ICSCC road racing.

Unfortunately, there are also some parts of the job which are not so pleasant, like suspending drivers, ticketing drivers, 
and dealing with those who think they do no wrong, or could not have been part of the problem. Fortunately, this is 
exceedingly rare - and most drivers are very responsive and cordial to the stewarding crew.

Unfortunately, there were several tickets handed out during the year. It seems that we as an organization (The Stewards) 
really need to go over some of the passing rules as well as flagging rules during the drivers' meetings more often. There 
seemed to be many passes under yellow and ignoring flags.

The July event with IRDC saw the 20th Anniversary of Pro3 which saw 48 cars on the grid!! Pro3 put on a amazing show 
for all to watch. The Hill brothers sponsored a special Pro3 race at the end of the day Saturday – Man what a show these 
guys and gals put! Spectacularly close driving and all had a great time. Unfortunately, during the ride along mock race 
Sunday there was an incident, which severely damaged 2 cars, but thankfully no one was injured.

I have been racing in conference since 2005, and rarely dip my toes into the other waters with any other racing 
organization, but because of the position this year I raced with SOVERN for the Historics and SCCA/FOPIR at Rose Cup. 
I have now to this day had contact on track with another car 3 times. At Rose Cup there was contact at T1 which I would 
consider a racing incident as a Steward. (3 of us total entering T1, the 2nd place car and myself were close nose to tail 
under threshold braking and the front car made a extremely hard cut and harder on the brakes than the last few laps which 
resulted the 2nd car taking evasive action and we had light front fender to rear bumper contact after trying to avoid driving 
almost into T1 wall) After the race, the Steward came up to me and asked about the incident, I started to give my take of 
the incident (I think I got about 10 words out) and he immediately cut me off and stated – You had contact – you owe me 
$100, then turned and walked away. I want to think that we as Conference have some of the best stewarding out there. We 
listen, talk to each driver to get their part of the story, make a decision and relay that to the drivers. They may not always 
agree with the decision but at the end of the day there is mutual respect and respect for the Steward position as nothing is 
personal, just a job. We are all drivers, and we understand how things are on track. I honestly had never had an interaction 
in all my years racing quite like this, which goes to prove how GREAT a job all of us in Conference do to be the BEST 
road racing organization in the PNW. Kudos to all!!
One area that we as board members and ex-Stewards need to work together to produce a viable solution to the new look of 
“Stewarding” It has been increasingly harder and harder to find suitable candidates who meet the criteria and are willing 
to commit to 2 years as Assistant Steward then Steward. This is a huge commitment to ask and as our numbers dwindle 
and people have less and less time, at some point we will need to rely on ex-Stewards to help train and assist. Every ex-
Steward I spoke to this year seemed to be more than willing to help. But the time is now to start the process of changing 
the rules, and to start recruiting for future years!
Speaking of new blood, Roldan deGuzman has been training and assisting with me for the last 7 races and he should be 
well prepared for Stewarding in 2023. He is very levelheaded, knows the rules well and has a great temperament for the 
job. I have offered my assistance to him for the first few races of the year and hope that other ex-stewards do as well. I 
believe he will do a fantastic job for Conference. In short thank you to everyone who was there to help educate, support, 
and give advice and for having trust in me as Steward.
I look forward to seeing you all next year from behind the Visor!

206-818-3632

Race Steward Report

Stewarding was extremely rewarding for me over the year and took a deep dive into the innerworkings of what it takes to 
hold a race weekend, both on the Conference side as well as the club side of things and all our great volunteers, from 
timing and scoring, registration, pre-grid, and corner workers.” There are so many great folks out there who are so 
dedicated to this sport we all love. I am especially proud of everyone who makes these races happen from the bottom to 
the top! Big thanks to Rick Bostrom, Duane Martinson, Terry Overdeik for being assistant Steward this year! Thank you 
all for all you do!

Brad Greco
2022 ICSCC Race Steward
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Hello. My name is Evaristo Santana and I recently purchased a triumph spitfire that I’m 
trying to get some history on. It’s a yellow and blue car and has stickers from your 
organization. If you have any information or perhaps contact with a prior owner I would 
really appreciate you passing on my email and phone number. 
 
I have attached a photo of the car. 
 
Thanks. 
 
Evaristo Santana 
954-394-6788 

There is no such thing as too many drivers, members or 
volunteers.

The new 2023 season will soon be here.
Now is the time to consider volunteering for the many positions 
required to keep Conference operating at the top of our game. 
Some positions are voluntary but may contain a stipend to cover 
expenses incurred. Other positions such as the memo editor are 
under yearly contract and are subject to yearly renewal.
If you are ready to help ICSCC continue to grow please express 
your desire to your E-Board rep or directly to headquarters.

#

Historian's Report, 2022

Despite my best intentions and desires, I was limited to attending only the SCCBC race weekend in September at Mission 
Raceway.

At this stage of my life, well into my 'senior' years, I am looking to reduce the number of days I spend in hot sunshine and 
cold rain, shooting photos of all sorts of racing. I've been going to races with a camera for 57 years, and most of the last 
three years off have shown me that there are some other things I am just as happy to do with my life.

So, to conclude, I'll have to see the 2023 schedule and make it into Spring before I have a better idea what my plans might 
be, but I'd like to carry on as Historian under the existing arrangement, if ICSCC wishes me to.

Gerry Frechette

That is not to say I won't get to any more ICSCC races next year or in the future, but my presence at races may continue to 
be less than it has typically been over the 20-something years I have been Historian. Should ICSCC have someone else in 
mind to do the job, I would step down and wish him or her well. If not, I am willing to continue with the arrangement as it 
has been. I believe that what makes this arrangement satisfactory is the involvement of Doug Berger, who, as always, will 
supply his photos for the benefit of ICSCC and the racers. His presence the past few years at races in the U.S. has given 
ICSCC a high-quality photo record of this challenging time for the sport, that I was not in a position to provide. Indeed, 
the photos in this year's banquet program and the 'slide show' are largely thanks to him taking much time to find the 
photos we needed of the trophy winners from 2021 and 2022. So, I offer my personal thanks to Doug for being there for 
ICSCC.

The reasons for not attending any of the other races included date conflicts, illness, ongoing border regulations, travel 
costs, and concern over Covid being more prevalent in the Pacific Northwest U.S. than in B.C.
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I am available to continue for the 2023 season if the board so desires.

The use of motorsport.reg for the signing of liability waivers has been approved by our insurance carrier. We will still 
need to have waivers signed at the entry gate for everyone entering the event. I would like to work with the clubs to 
streamline this feature. This item to be discussed at the RATS meeting.

David D Bennitt

I was able to review both of IRDC's event contracts prior to signing. This is very helpful when negotiating insurance 
coverage. We have seen an increase in liability coverage requirements at the Ridge and PR. Track damages is another area 
that did require some negotiations to avoid an extra charge from our insurance provider. None of the liability increases 
impacted our base insurance coverage. This is an area that we will continue to follow in years to come. I recommend no 
changes to our current coverage.

Respectively Submitted

I would like to thank the board for allowing me to continue as Insurance Advisor in 2022.

All Certificates of Insurance were delivered to each facility and designated club representative prior to each event. I am 
pleased to announce that there were no insurance claims submitted this year. This will assist in keeping our policy in good 
standing. I do not anticipate any major price increase for 2023.

With the border open, I am hopeful that we can return to normal operations in 2023.

Annual Report 2022 ICSCC Event Insurance

The 2022 season was finally back to normal. We were able to purchase our required insurance for close to the cost of 
2021. Both IRDC & CSCC were able to run full event seasons. TC was able to run several Time Trials. NWMS was 
allowed to use the Spokane raceway under the new management.

This year there are 8 workers who qualified to attend the banquet as guests of ICSCC, by working 8 or more races, and I 
would like to thank the ICSCC for their continued support of the ROD membership.

This past year the ROD membership totaled 20 members, 16 of whom quailifed for year-end awards. This year no ROD 
member was able to attend all of the ICSCC events. This year the number of members was down from prior years, I think 
this is due primarily to my efforts to have people register online, rather than using paper signups as we have in the past. 
Next year it is my intention to offer people the opportunity to sign up at the track, in addition to online registration.

The strength of the ROD is our membership and the support we receive from the ICSCC and the member clubs. 
Volunteers truly appreciate the family feel that ICSCC events provide, and always enjoy having conversations with 
ICSCC drivers and officials. Looking to the future we need to work to increase our membership by attracting new 
members to our family and find ways to transfer the knowledge and experience our more senior volunteers have to our 
newer members. The number of events, the overlapping schedules, the cost of travel, and the compressed schedule all add 
to the difficulty our members have in attending events.

David Bell

ROD Report

Respectfully submitted

2022 Points keeper report-

I feel this year went well and was an improvement over last year as I became more comfortable with the position. One 
item that popped up a few times this last year is how the racers names populated the entry field in timing and scoring. This 
was caught in the points review process. What would happen is a racer would enter via motorsportsreg and possibly have 
multiple profiles. One may have their full names another may have an abbreviated name or nickname. When this happens, 
the computer believes that they are two different people. The correction was to let the individuals know this was 
happening and correct it in future entries by using a consistent name. Again, this year I had help from Rod Davison up 
north as well as the club's timing and scoring reps. Races stewards were also helping to get their reviews done as quickly 
as possible, but some race weekends had multiple investigations following the weekend which took additional time. For 
next year I believe we will need a new updated copy of Orbitz as it will expire at the end of 2022.
In closing points results were put out as fast as possible but there were a lot of players involved so sometimes it took 
additional time. I am also willing to accept this position next year if approved.
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üPASS

üPASS

ûFAIL

ûFAIL

ûFAIL

Bill Ecker
Driver of the Year

Scott Morton
Worker's Choice

Soner Terek
Novice Driver of the Year

Linda Blackburn
Worker of the Year

photos by Gerry Frechette

photos by Gerry Frechette

photos by Gerry Frechette

photos by Gerry Frechette
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ICSCC  OFFICIALS  2022

Please  respect  our  volunteers - no  calls  or  faxes  after  9pm

Woodinville, WA 98072

PRESIDENT 
Rick Bostrom 
2909 N 13th Street Tacoma WA 98406 
Tel: 253-298-8465 
Email:  president@icscc.com

VICE PRESIDENT 
Linda Heinrich 
P.O. Box 1977 
North Plains, OR 97133-1977 
Tel: 503-647-5399 
Email: vice_president2@icscc.com 

ASSISTANT  RACE STEWARD 
Wes Hill

th20303 – 166  Ave NE

Tel: 206-769-9516
email: asst_steward@icscc.com

weshill@earthlink.net

Email:LICENSE DIRECTOR 

Bill Ecker 

Email: license_director@icscc.com 

SECRETARY 

Lynn Coupland 

5670 SW Menefee Dr. 

Portland, OR 97239 

Tel: 503-246-3511 

Cell: 503-701-3547 

Email: secretary@icscc.com 

rd20601 – 53  Ave W.

Tel: 360-871-6162

Port Orchard WA 98367

Email: steward@icscc.com

8981 Wyvern Dr SE

VICE PRESIDENT 
Mike Tripp 
5477 Beach Bluff Dr 
Freeland, WA 98249 
Tel: 503-367-2452 
Email:vice_president@icscc.com 

RACE STEWARD 
Brad Greco

             bjgreco@hotmail.com

TREASURER / ADVISOR 
Charles Hurley 
16025 Cascade Ln SE 
Monroe, WA 98272 
Cell: 206-353-7854 
Email: treasurer@icscc.com 

LICENSE REGISTRAR 
Linda Bostrom 
P.O. Box 6980 
Tacoma WA 98417 
Tel: (253) 756-9704 
Email: ICSCC.License.Registrar@outlook.com

POINTS KEEPER 
Duane Martinsen

Email:  points@icscc.com

RACE OFFICIALS DIVISION 

David Bell 

Tel:778-789-0545: (360) 957984 

Email: rod_director@icscc.com 

MEMO EDITOR 

Kevin Skinner 

25141 53rd Ave. 

Aldergrove, BC V4W 1T1 

Tel: 604-856-8957 (res) 

Cell: 604-230-6084 

Email: memo@icscc.com 

WEBMASTER 

Alberto Fonseca 

Redmond WA 

Cell: 323-459-3332 

Email: admin@icscc.com 

Lynnwood, WA 98036
Tel: 206-818-3632

photos by Doug Berger

photos by Doug Berger

photos by Doug Berger

photos by Doug Berger

photos by Doug Berger

photos by Gerry Frechette

photos by Gerry Frechette
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Please go to icscc.com/forms/17_race_entry.pdf or Race Entry Forms & Licence Applications

Central Racing Association

ICSCC Awards Banquet, Spring & Fall MeetingR.A.T’s, 

March 19  RATS Virtual @ 9:00 AM  ICSCC
Nov.  TBA   ICSCC ICSCC Awards Banquet

Sept 3 Mission Raceway Park SCCBC
Sept 25  Oregon Raceway Park TC

August 27  The Ridge IRDC

MAY 29, race 7  3 NWMSSpokane County Raceway

Championship Race Events

June 18, race 8  4 CSCCPortland International Raceway
June 19, race 9  5 CSCCPortland International Raceway
July 16, race 10  6 IRDCPacific Raceways

20  ICSCC EVENT SCHEDULE22

Date 
Track Rotation Club  

April 29-30 Race  CSCC  
PIR    

June 10-11 Race IRDC PR  
May 27 race 5  1 NWMS Spokane County Raceway

May 28, race 6  2 NWMS Spokane County Raceway

May 13  Pacific Raceways IRDC

Set 17, race 16  6 SCCBCMission Raceway Park

Oct 15 Portland International Raceway CSCC

Driving Schools / Test & Tune

August 13 Portland International Raceway  CSCC

Sept 24, race 18  Oregon Raceway Park 2 TC

August 14 race 13  3 CSCCPortland International Raceway

April 2  Oregon Raceway Park TC

July 17, race 11  1 IRDCPacific Raceways

June 3 Spokane County Raceway NWMS  
June 18  Portland International Raceway  CSCC
July 16  Pacific Raceways IRDC

August 27, race 14 The Ridge 4 IRDC
August 28, race 15 The Ridge 5 IRDC

Sept 18, race 17  1 SCCBCMission Raceway Park

August 13, race 12  2 CSCCPortland International Raceway

Endurance Events

April 29 Portland International Raceway  CSCC

20  ICSCC EVENT 23 Tentative 
SCHEDULE

July 28-30  NWMS QRP 

September 16-17  SCCBC Mission
August 26-27  IRDC The Ridge

  
Endurance Events

Date Rotation Club Track               
April 29-30  CSCC PIR  

Championship Race Events

June 10-11  IRDC PR 
June 17-18  CSCC PIR 
July 15-16  IRDC PR 

August 12-13  CSCC PIR

ICSCC Awards Banquet, Spring & Fall MeetingR.A.T’s, 

July 14  IRDC PR
June 16  CSCC PIR 

August 11  CSCC PIR

 Nov.  TBA  ICSCC ICSCC Awards Banquet 

June 9  IRDC PR 

October 14  CSCC PIR

August 25  IRDC The Ridge
September 9  TC ORP

Driving Schools / Test & Tune

September 15  SCCBC Mission

 March 19  RATS Virtual @ 9:00 AM  ICSCC

July 15-16 Race IRDC PR  

August 11 Driver Training/Test and Tune CSCC PIR  

April 28 Driver Training/Test and Tune CSCC PIR    
April 29-30 Race CSCC PIR    

June 17-18 Race CSCC PIR  

August 12-13 Race CSCC PIR  

June 10-11 Race IRDC PR  
June 9 Test and Tune IRDC PR  

June 16 Driver Training/Test and Tune CSCC PIR  

July 28-30 Race NWMS QRP  

July 14 Test and Tune IRDC PR  

September 9 Time Trials/Driver Training TC ORP  

October 14 Enduro CSCC PIR

August 26-27 Race IRDC The Ridge  

September 15 Test and Tune SCCBC Mission  

August 25 Test and Tune IRDC The Ridge  

September 16-17 Race SCCBC Mission  
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Ads run for 3 issues then are automatically cancelled unless 
renewed. Numbers at the end of the ad show when it began: 
1/15 means first issue of 2015; that ad will expire after issue 
#3 of 2015 (3/15). There are 10 issues per year. 

To place an ad in the Memo, contact the Memo editor at 
memo@icscc.com. Proof your ad when it first appears – it is 
presumed correct unless the editor is notified in writing.

Memo Classified Ad Policies:

Non-commercial ads are free to Conference licensed drivers, 
officials, and workers.

Full  page  $80 / issue full  year,  or  $110/  issue 
1/2  page  $50 / issue  full  year,  or  $70/  issue
1/4  page  $30 / issue  full  year,  or  $40/  issue

Memo  Commercial A dvertising  Rates

1/8  page  $20 / issue  full  year,  or  $25/  issue

C ommercial  classified  $10/issue  full  year  or  $12/issue

From  there,  follow  directions  for  ordering  online  or  contact 

Go  t o  c  and  pick  a 
p hoto  album  to  view.  No  user  name  or  password  needed.

gerryf@telus.net. 

Tour  our  website  and  you  can  see  all  the  photos  from  an  event  
in  one  place,  pick  the  ones  you  like,  and  order  them  online. 

T o  see  your  photos: 

For  photos  prior  to  2011,  continue  to  view  them  at 
D otPhoto,  but  please  do  not  order  from  there;  instead,  

contact  us  directly  and  we  will  process  your  order. 

Gerry  or  Sue  for f urther  info  at  604-734-4721  or 

Gerry Frechette
has photos of your car

See them on the internet

2023 MEMO PUBLICATION SCHEDULE

Memo is to be published on the first of each month

Please allow one week for memo submissions

photos by Gerry Frechette

photos by Gerry Frechette
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photos by Gerry Frechette

Memo  #11/12
Dec  2022 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
OF SPORTS CAR CLUBS
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